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Preface 

The 13
th

 issue of Icoana Credinței (Icon of Faith), International Journal of 

Interdisciplinary Scientific Research (IFIJISR) encompasses a group of articles on various 

subjects, dedicated to the areas of Theology, History and Religion.  

The opening paper is: ST. SYMEON THE NEW THEOLOGIAN AND HIS PERSONAL 

EXPERIENCE OF SEEING THE DIVINE LIGHT, by Fr. PhD. Ioan CHIRILĂ, Ph.D. Stelian 

PAȘCA-TUȘA, Ph.D. Bogdan ȘOPTEREAN. Authors present the personality of Saint 

Symeon, one of the most representative Eastern theologians and mystics. Saint Symeon has 

been perceived as a renewer of the tradition of spiritual life and a restorer of the lost or rather 

neglected spiritual life. The central idea of study is the experiences of the sight of divine 

light. The next paper belonging to Rev. Prof. PhD. Charles NDHLOVU, is GOD’S SELF-

COMMUNICATION IN HISTORY. God’s communication in history finds fulfilment in Jesus 

Christ.  

Fr. Prof. Ph.D. Leontin POPESCU signs the paper: DEATH IN THE 

UNDERSTANDING OF THE CONTEMPORARY WORLD. The author presents the 

contemporary problem of death, illness, and suffering that are experienced as danger: a 

threat to one’s own physical, psychological, and social identity. And what accompanies all 

these, particularly paralyzing from a spiritual perspective, is fear; the dread that all is lost, 

that things cannot be controlled by means of medicine, only to reach the greatest angst: the 

fear of death. The subsequent paper signed by Fr. Prof. PhD. Mădălin-Ștefan PETRE, bears 

the title: A FUNDAMENTAL LANDMARK OF ESCHATOLOGY: THE DISTINCTION 

BETWEEN THE UNCREATED AND CREATED, EXCEPT INCOMPATIBILITY OF THEIR 

COMMUNION. Orthodox eschatology is based on the one hand, on the affirmation of the 

clear distinction between the uncreated nature of God and the created nature of His creatures, 

and, on the other hand, on the possibility of their union through divine Grace. The next 

article unfolded by Ph.D. Candidate Florin ȘTEFAN, is entitled: THE PURPOSE OF THE 

WILDERNESS AND CELL IN THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SHAPING OF THE MONK. In fact, 

the main purpose of this article is to present the psychological and practical significance of 

the retreat of anchorites in the desert and in the cell, respectively, proving, at the same time, 

that loneliness is for the Fathers of the desert, the element without which it would not have 

achieved so much spiritual performance in the inner space.   

Adjunct lecturer PhD. Vasileios TSIOTRAS, signs the research novel paper: 

EDUCATION AND POLITICS IN IAKOVOS ARGEIOS’S ORATION ADDRESSED TO 

CONSTANTINE BASSARABA (1708).  Iakovos Argeios, authored in 1708 a lengthy 

encomiastic oration in honour of John Constantine Bassaraba Brancoveanu, the prince of 

Wallachia. This oration remained almost totally unknown to researchers. The main purpose 

of the article is to edit this interesting text, to give the opportunity for studying not only its 

content but also its connection with the political situation and the educational program of the 

Patriarchal Academy. Lastly, PhD. Elena GHEORGHE signs the paper ROMANIAN 

RELIGION AND CUSTOMS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 19TH CENTURY IN THE VISION 

OF FOREIGN TRAVELERS. Abundance of travelogues and testimonies on the Romanian 

Lands of this period represents the consequence of the international reactivation of the 

struggle for emancipation and national liberation of peoples from Balkans. 

All the studies presented in this issue 13/2021 of Icoana Credintei have a major focus 

for our academic life and explore different items on contemporary spiritual life.  
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